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In this paper we study the non-determinism between the inference rules of the lazy
narrowing calculus lnc (Middeldorp et al., 1996, Theoret. Comput. Sci., 167, 95{130).
We show that all non-determinism can be removed without losing the important com-
pleteness property by restricting the underlying term rewriting systems to left-linear
confluent constructor systems and interpreting equality as strict equality. For the sub-
class of orthogonal constructor systems the resulting narrowing calculus is shown to
have the nice property that solutions computed by dierent derivations starting from
the same goal are incomparable.
1. Introduction
Besides being a general method for solving unication problems in equational theories
that are presented by confluent term rewriting systems (TRSs for short), narrowing
(Hullot, 1980) is the computation model of many functional logic programming languages
(Hanus, 1994a). Since narrowing is a complicated operation, various calculi consisting of
a small number of more elementary inference rules that simulate narrowing have been
proposed, e.g. by Martelli et al. (1986, 1989), Ho¨lldobler (1989, 1989), Snyder (1991),
Hanus (1994b), Ida and Nakahara (1997). These calculi are highly non-deterministic:
in general all choices of (1) the equation in the current goal, (2) the inference rule to
be applied and (3) the rewrite rule of the TRS (for certain inference rules) have to be
considered in order to guarantee the desirable property of completeness. In this paper
we address the second kind of non-determinism for the calculus lnc of Middeldorp et al.
(1996). This calculus is the specialization of Ho¨lldobler’s calculus trans (1989), which is
dened for general equational systems and based on paramodulation, to (confluent) TRSs
and narrowing. The main reason for adopting lnc in this paper is that its completeness
has been established for arbitrary confluent TRSs (Middeldorp et al., 1996).
The lazy narrowing calculus lnc consists of the following ve inference rules:
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[o] outermost narrowing
G0; f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ t; G00
G0; s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln; r  t; G00
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[i] imitation
G0; f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ x;G00
(G0; s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G00)
if  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g with x1; : : : ; xn fresh variables,
[d] decomposition
G0; f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn); G00
G0; s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G00 ;
[v] variable elimination
G0; s ’ x;G00
(G0; G00)
if x =2 Var(s) and  = fx 7! sg,
[t] removal of trivial equations
G0; x  x;G00
G0; G00
:
In the rules [o], [i], and [v], s ’ t stands for s  t or t  s. Contrary to usual nar-
rowing, the outermost narrowing rule [o] generates new parameter-passing equations
s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln besides the body equation r  t. These parameter-passing equa-
tions must eventually be solved, but they do not need to be solved right away.
This paper is a continuation of Middeldorp et al. (1996). Familiarity with the basics
of term rewriting and narrowing will be helpful in the following. Surveys can be found in
Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) and Klop (1992). Below we recall some basic concepts.
The narrowing calculus nc consists of the following inference rule:
G0; e; G00
(G0; e[r]p; G00)
if there exist a fresh variant l ! r of a rewrite rule
in R[ fx  x! trueg, a non-variable position p in
e, and a most general unier  of ejp and l.
The rewrite rule x  x ! true is used to simulate syntactic unication. It is similar
to reflection in other narrowing calculi. In the above situation we write G0; e; G00 ;
(G0; e[r]p; G00). This is called an nc-step. We call e[r]p the descendant of e. An equation
e0 in G0; G00 has the corresponding equation e0 in (G0; G00) as descendant. A sequence
G1 ;1    ;n−1 Gn of nc-steps is called an nc-derivation and abbreviated to G1 ;
Gn where  = 1    n−1. We use the symbol  (and its derivatives) to denote nc-
derivations. The notion of descendant extends to nc-derivations in the obvious way. For
an nc-derivation :G ; G
0,  denotes the corresponding rewrite sequence G ! G0.
An nc-derivation which ends in >|a generic notation for goals that consist entirely of
true’s|is called an nc-refutation.
We extend these notions to the calculus lnc. If G and G0 are the upper and lower
goal in the inference rule [] ( 2 fo; i; d; v; tg), we write G )[] G0. This is called an
lnc-step. The applied rewrite rule or substitution may be supplied as subscript, that
is, we will write things like G )[o]; l!r G0 and G )[i];  G0. A nite lnc-derivation
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G1 )1    )n−1 Gn may be abbreviated to G1 ) Gn where  = 1    n−1. An
lnc-refutation is an lnc-derivation ending in the empty goal ⁄.
Let 1 and 2 be substitutions and V a set of variables. We write 1 6 2 [V ] if there
exists a substitution  such that x1 = x2 for all x 2 V . In the presence of a TRS R,
the relation 6 is generalized to 6R as follows: 1 6R 2 [V ] if there exists a substitution
 such that x1 $R x2 for all x 2 V . We say that 1 and 2 are independent on V
if neither 1 6R 2 [V ] nor 2 6R 1 [V ]. A substitution  is a solution of a goal G if
s $R t for every equation s  t in G. Solutions 1 and 2 of G are called incomparable
if they are independent on Var(G). For a substitution  and a set of variables V , we
denote (V n D()) [ I(„V ) by VarV (). Here D() = fx 2 V j (x) 6= xg denotes the
domain of  and I() = Sx2D() Var(x) the set of variables introduced by . The empty
substitution is denoted by ".
The set of function symbols F of a TRS R is partitioned into disjoint sets FD and FC
as follows: a function symbol f belongs to FD if there is a rewrite rule l ! r in R such
that l = f(l1; : : : ; ln) for some terms l1; : : : ; ln, otherwise f 2 FC . Function symbols in
FC are called constructors, those in FD dened symbols. A term built from constructors
and variables is called a constructor term. A constructor system (CS for short) is a TRS
with the property that the arguments l1; : : : ; ln of every left-hand side f(l1; : : : ; ln) of
a rewrite rule are constructor terms. A left-linear TRS without critical pairs is called
orthogonal.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss
the non-determinism in lnc and recall some results from Middeldorp et al. (1996). In
Section 3 we show the restrictions under which the non-determinism between the in-
ference rules of lnc for equations that descend from parameter-passing equations can
be removed. In Section 4 we do the same for equations that descend from equations in
the initial goal. In Section 5 we present our deterministic lazy narrowing calculus. We
also prove a minimality result for the computed solutions by this calculus. In Section 6
our calculus is compared with the narrowing calculi of Ida and Nakahara (1997) and
Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996). A comparison of the performance of lnc and our deter-
ministic lazy narrowing calculus on a small number of examples conrms our theoretical
result.
2. Non-determinism
There are three sources of non-determinism in lnc: the choice of the equation, the
choice of the inference rule, and the choice of the rewrite rule l ! r (in the case of
[o]). In Middeldorp et al. (1996) it is shown that all three choices are don’t know non-
deterministic. This means that in general all possible choices have to be considered in
order to guarantee completeness, resulting in a huge search space. In particular, lnc
lacks strong completeness. In other words, completeness is not independent of selection
functions. (This contradicts Corollary 7.3.9 in Ho¨lldobler (1989). Middeldorp et al. (1996)
showed that lnc is strongly complete whenever basic narrowing is complete (Hullot, 1980;
Middeldorp and Hamoen, 1994).) Actually things are not that bad. In Middeldorp et al.
(1996) we showed that for completeness it is sucient to restrict attention to the selection
function Sleft that selects the leftmost equation in every goal. So we may assume that
G0|the sequence of equations to the left of the selected equation|in the inference rules
of lnc is empty. A formal statement of completeness is given below. Observe that we do
not require TRSs to be terminating.
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Theorem 2.1. (Middeldorp et al., 1996) Let R be a confluent TRS and G a goal.
For every normalized solution  of G there exists an lnc-refutation G)0 ⁄ respecting
Sleft such that 0 6  [Var(G)].
So the non-determinism of lnc due to the selection of the equation is avoided if we
adopt the leftmost selection function. The structure of the proof of Theorem 2.1, to which
we refer later, is as follows. First of all, every normalized solution of G is subsumed by
a substitution produced by a normal nc-refutation starting from G. (This follows from
Theorem 4 and Lemma 38 in Middeldorp et al. (1996).) An nc-refutation :G ; > is
said to be normal if it respects Sleft and satises the following property: if narrowing is
applied to the left-hand side (right-hand side) of a descendant of an equation s  t in
G then 2„Var(s1) (2„Var(t1)) is normalized. Here 1 and 2 are (uniquely) dened by
writing  as
G = G0; s  t; G00 ;1 >; (s  t; G00)1 ;2 >:
The main part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 consists in showing that for every non-empty
normal nc-refutation :G ;+ > there exist an lnc-step Ψ1:G)1 G1 respecting Sleft
and a normal nc-refutation 1:G1 ;1 > such that 1 is smaller than  in some well-
founded order (Middeldorp et al., 1996, Denition 18) on nc-refutations and 11 6 
for a suitable set of variables V :
8 normal  : G ;+ >
9 Ψ1 : +1
9 normal 1 : G1 ;1 >
such that 11 6  [V ] and  1.
The inference rule employed in the lnc-step Ψ1 depends on what happens to the selected
(leftmost) equation in the given nc-refutation , as shown below.
In the following ve lemmata  denotes a normal nc-refutation G ;+ > with G =
s  t; G0 and V denotes a nite set of variables that includes all variables in the initial
goal G of . The numbers in parentheses refer to the statements in Middeldorp et al.
(1996) whose combination imply the statements below.
Lemma 2.2. (13, 32, 34) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of s  t in 
at position 1. If l! r is the applied rewrite rule in the rst such step then there exists a
normal nc-refutation [o](): s  l; r  t; G0 ;1 > such that 1 =  [V ].
Lemma 2.3. (14, 34) Let s = f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t 2 V. If root(t) = f then there exists
a normal nc-refutation [i]():G1 ;1 > such that 11 =  [V ] and  = [i]()1.
Here 1 = ft 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g with x1; : : : ; xn =2 V .
Lemma 2.4. (15, 33, 34) Let s = f(s1; : : : ; sn), t = f(t1; : : : ; tn), and suppose that
narrowing is never applied to a descendant of s  t in  at position 1 or 2. There exists
a normal nc-refutation [d](): s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G0 ;1 > such that 1 6  [V ].
Lemma 2.5. (16, 34) Let t 2 V, s 6= t, and suppose that the rst step of  takes
place at the root position. There exists a normal nc-refutation [v]():G01 ;1 > with
1 = ft 7! sg such that 11 6  [V ].
Lemma 2.6. (17, 34) Let t 2 V, s = t, and suppose that the rst step of  takes place
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at the root position. There exists a normal nc-refutation [t]():G0 ;1 > such that
1 6  [V ].
The transformations [o] and [d] in Lemmata 2.2 and 2.4 correspond to [o]  1 and
[d]  2 in Middeldorp et al. (1996). The purpose of 1 and 2 is to reorder narrowing
steps in such a way that subsequent applications of [o] and [d] (in Middeldorp et al.
(1996)) result in nc-refutations that respect Sleft. Since we do not need to know the
details of the transformations 1 and 2 here, we choose to incorporate them in the
denitions of [o] and [d].
According to the next lemma the above transformations decrease the complexity of
nc-refutations.
Lemma 2.7. (20, 32, 33) Let  be a normal nc-refutation and  2 f[o]; [i]; [d]; [v]; [t]g.
We have  () whenever () is dened.
Lemma 2.8 explains why we do not need the symmetric versions of Lemmata 2.2, 2.3,
and 2.5.
Lemma 2.8. (21, 34) For every normal nc-refutation : s  t; G0 ; > there exists a
normal nc-refutation swap(): t  s;G0 ; > with the same complexity.
The main lemma for establishing the completeness of lnc is now easily proved.
Lemma 2.9. (36) For every non-empty normal nc-refutation :G ;+ > there exist
an lnc-step Ψ1:G )1 G1 respecting Sleft and a normal nc-refutation 1:G1 ;1 >
such that 11 6  [V ] and  1.
Proof. We distinguish the following cases, depending on what happens to the selected
equation e = Sleft(G) in . Let G = e;G0 and e = s  t.
(1) Suppose narrowing is never applied to a descendant of e at position 1 or 2. We
distinguish four further cases.
(a) Suppose s; t =2 V. We may write s = f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t = f(t1; : : : ; tn). Note
that the root symbols of s and t must be equal, for otherwise  cannot be a
refutation as narrowing is never applied to a descendant of s  t at position 1
or 2. Let G1 = s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G0. We have Ψ1:G )[d] G1. Lemma 2.4
yields a normal nc-refutation 1 = [d]():G1 ;1 > such that 1 6  [V ].
Take 1 = ".
(b) Suppose t 2 V and s = t. In this case the rst step of 1 must take place at
the root of e. Let G1 = G0. We have Ψ1:G)[t] G1. Lemma 2.6 yields a normal
nc-refutation 1 = [t]():G1 ;1 > such that 1 6  [V ]. Take 1 = ".
(c) Suppose t 2 V and s 6= t. We distinguish two further cases, depending on what
happens to e in the rst step of .
(i) Suppose narrowing is applied to e at the root position. Let 1 = ft 7! sg
and G1 = G01. We have Ψ1:G )[v]; 1 G1. Lemma 2.5 yields a normal
nc-refutation 1 = [v]():G1 ;1 > such that 11 6  [V ].
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Table 1. Case analysis in the proof of Lemma 2.9.
Case lnc-step Transformation(s)
(1)(a) )[d] [d]
(1)(b) )[t] [t]
(1)(c)(i) )[v] [v]
(1)(c)(ii) )[i] [d]  [i]
(1)(d) )[v] or )[i] [v]  swap or [d]  [i]  swap
(2) )[o] [d]  [o]
(3) )[o] [d]  [o]  swap
(ii) Suppose narrowing is not applied to e at the root position. This is only
possible if s =2 V. Hence we may write s = f(s1; : : : ; sn). Let 1 = ft 7!
f(x1; : : : ; xn)g, G1 = (s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G0)1, and G2 = G1. Here
x1; : : : ; xn are fresh variables. We have Ψ1:G)[i]; 1 G1. From Lemma 2.3
we obtain an nc-refutation 2 = [i]():G2 ;2 > such that 12 =
 [V ]. Let V2 = V [ fx1; : : : ; xng. Clearly Var(G2)  V2. An application
of Lemma 2.4 to 2 results in an nc-refutation 1 = [d](2):G1 ;1 >
such that 1 6 2 [V2]. Using the inclusion VarV (1)  V2 we obtain
11 6 12 =  [V ].
(d) In the remaining case we have t =2 V and s 2 V. This case reduces to case (1)(c)
by an appeal to Lemma 2.8.
(2) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 1. Let l = f(l1; : : : ; ln)
! r be the used rewrite rule the rst time this happens. Because  is normal, s
cannot be a variable. Hence we may write s = f(s1; : : : ; sn). Let G1 = s1  l1,
: : : ; sn  ln; r  t; G0 and G2 = s  l; r  t; G0. We have Ψ1:G )[o] G1. From
Lemma 2.2 we obtain an nc-refutation 2 = [o]():G2 ;2 > such that 2 =
 [V ]. Let V2 = V [ Var(l). Clearly Var(G2)  V2. An application of Lemma 2.4
to 2 results in an nc-refutation 1 = [d](2):G1 ;1 > such that 1 6 2 [V2].
Using V  V2 we obtain 1 6  [V ]. Take 1 = ".
(3) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 2. This case reduces
to the previous one by an appeal to Lemma 2.8.
In all cases we obtain 1 from  by applying one or more transformations [o], [i],
[d], [v], [t] together with an additional application of swap in case (1)(d) and (3).
According to Lemmata 2.7 and 2.8 1 has smaller complexity than . 2
The case analysis in the above proof is summarized in Table 1. The proof of Theo-
rem 2.1 is completed by a straightforward induction argument.
In the present paper we address the non-determinism of lnc due to the selection of
the inference rule. Part of the work has been done in Middeldorp et al. (1996) where
the eager variable elimination problem is addressed. The non-deterministic application of
the various inference rules to selected equations causes lnc to generate many redundant
derivations. At several places in the literature it is stated that this type of redundancy
can be greatly reduced by applying the variable elimination rule [v] prior to other appli-
cable inference rules. In Middeldorp et al. (1996) it is shown that a restricted version of
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f(b)  a
+[o]
b  g(x); a  a
+[o]
g(b)  g(x); a  a
+[d]
b  x; a  a )[o] g(b)  x; a  a )[i] b  x1; a  a )[o]   
+[v] +[v] +[v]
a  a a  a a  a
+[d] +[d] +[d]
⁄ ⁄ ⁄
Figure 1. The lnc-refutations starting from f(b)  a that respect Sleft.
the eager variable elimination strategy is complete (with respect to Sleft) for orthogonal
TRSs. The denition of the strategy relies on a notion of descendants for lnc-derivations.
The selected equation f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ t in the outermost narrowing rule [o] has the body
equation r  t as only one-step descendant. In the imitation rule [i] all equations si  xi
(1 6 i 6 n) are one-step descendants of the selected equation f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ x. The
selected equation f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn) in the decomposition rule [d] has all equa-
tions s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn as one-step descendants. Finally, the selected equations in [v]
and [t] have no one-step descendants. One-step descendants of non-selected equations are
dened as expected. Descendants are obtained from one-step descendants by reflexivity
and transitivity. Observe that every equation in an lnc-derivation descends from either
a parameter-passing equation or an equation in the initial goal. An equation of the form
x ’ t, with x =2 Var(t), is called solved. An lnc-derivation is called eager if the variable
elimination rule [v] is applied to all selected solved equations that are descendants of a
parameter-passing equation. This is equivalent to saying that the variable elimination
rule [v] is applied to all selected solved equations that do not descend from an equation
in the initial goal.
Theorem 2.10. (Middeldorp et al., 1996) Let R be an orthogonal TRS and G a
goal. For every normalized solution  of G there exists an eager lnc-refutation G)0 ⁄
respecting Sleft such that 0 6  [Var(G)].
Consider the orthogonal TRS
R =

f(g(x)) ! a
b ! g(b)

and the goal f(b)  a. Of the innitely many lnc-refutations that respect the selection
function Sleft shown in Figure 1, only the leftmost one is eager.
We conclude this section by sketching the proof of Theorem 2.10. The proof consists
of two parts. First it is shown that, as a consequence of the standardization theorem of
Huet and Levy (1991) for orthogonal TRSs, every normalized solution of G is subsumed
by a substitution produced by an outside-in normal nc-refutation starting from G. An
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nc-refutation :G ; > is said to be outside-in if for every equation e 2 G the rewrite
sequence e !p1; l1!r1    !pn; ln!rn true in  satises the following condition: for all
1 6 i < n, if there exists a j with i < j 6 n such that  < pj < pi then pinpj 2 PosF (lj)
for the least such j. The nc-refutation 1 constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.9 is
outside-in whenever  is outside-in:
8 normal outside-in  : G ;+ >
9 Ψ1 : +1
9 normal outside-in 1 : G1 ;1 >
In the second part of the proof a property P of equations in the initial goal of nc-
refutations is dened. It is shown that parameter-passing equations introduced in the
transformation proof of Lemma 2.9 satisfy this property (Middeldorp et al., 1996,
Lemma 49), because we are dealing with outside-in nc-refutations. The property P is
shown to be preserved by lnc-descendants obtained during the transformation proof
(Lemma 51). Finally, it is shown that Ψ1 in Lemma 2.9 consists of a )[v]-step whenever
the selected (leftmost) equation in  is solved and satises the property P (Lemma 52).
Orthogonality in Theorem 2.10 is assumed only for allowing the use of the standardiza-
tion theorem of Huet and Levy (1991). Recently we learned that standardization holds
for arbitrary left-linear TRSs (Boudol, 1985; Suzuki, 1996). Hence we can strengthen
Theorem 2.10 as follows.
Theorem 2.11. Let R be a left-linear confluent TRS and G a goal. For every normalized
solution  of G there exists an eager lnc-refutation G )0 ⁄ respecting Sleft such that
0 6  [Var(G)].
Note that left-linear TRSs are in general not confluent. Consider the left-linear con-
fluent TRS consisting of the rewrite rules
?) x
x )>
>)?
!
!
!
>
>
?
::x
:>
:?
!
!
!
x
?
>
x _ y
x ^ y
!
!
:x) y
:(:x _ :y)
and the goal x _ :x  >. One easily veries that of the innitely many lnc-refutations
respecting Sleft starting from this goal only nitely many are eager.
3. Descendants of Parameter-passing Equations
In this section we address the remaining non-determinism between the inference rules
of lnc for descendants of parameter-passing equations. Consider the TRS
R =

f(a) ! f(b)
g(f(b)) ! c

and the goal g(f(x))  c. Only the outermost narrowing rule [o] is applicable to this
goal, resulting in the new goal f(x)  f(b); c  c. To the parameter-passing equation
f(x)  f(b) we can either apply the decomposition rule [d] followed by the variable
elimination rule [v] or apply [o] followed by [v]. In the former case we obtain the solution
fx 7! bg and in the latter the solution fx 7! ag. Since these solutions are incomparable
(with respect to 6R), we cannot eliminate the non-determinism between the outermost
narrowing rule [o] and the decomposition rule [d] while retaining completeness.
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Observe that R is not a CS because the dened symbol f occurs in the argument of the
left-hand side g(f(b)). In this section we will prove that for left-linear confluent CSs all
non-determinism between the inferences rules of lnc can be eliminated for descendants
of parameter-passing equations.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a left-linear CS and G ) G0; s  t; G00 an lnc-derivation that
respects Sleft. If the equation s  t descends from a parameter-passing equation then
(1) Var(G0; s) \ Var(t) = ?,
(2) t is a constructor term.
Proof. Let  be the given lnc-derivation. We may write  as
G) H )[o] H1; e0; H2 ) G0; s  t; G00
where e0 is the parameter-passing equation of which s  t is a descendant. We use
induction on the length n of the subderivation 0:H1; e0; H2 ) G0; s  t; G00 of . In
order to make the induction work we prove that (2) t is a linear constructor term. If
n = 0 then s  t is a parameter-passing equation. Let s0  t0 be the leftmost equation
in H and let f(l1; : : : ; ln) ! r be the rewrite rule employed in H )[o] G0; s  t; G00.
So s0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn) or t0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn) for some terms s1; : : : ; sn. Because  respects
Sleft we have G0 = s1  l1; : : : ; si−1  li−1 and s  t = si  li for some 1 6 i 6 n.
Freshness of the variables in the rewrite rule yields Var(s1; : : : ; si) \ Var(li) = ?. The
linearity of l implies that Var(l1; : : : ; li−1) \ Var(li) = ?. Hence (1) is satised. For (2)
we simply note that proper subterms of left-hand sides of rewrite rules in left-linear CSs
are linear constructor terms. Suppose n > 0. Write 0 as
H1; e
0; H2 ) H 01; s0  t0; H 02 ) G0; s  t; G00
such that s  t descends from s0  t0. According to the induction hypothesis we have (3)
Var(H 01; s0) \ Var(t0) = ? and (4) t0 is a linear constructor term. First we consider the
case that s0  t0 is selected in the last step of 0. This is equivalent to H 01 = ⁄. The last
step of 0 cannot be an application of the inference rules [v] and [t] because then s0  t0
would have no descendants. So we consider the following three cases.
[o] Because t0 is a constructor term, its root symbol is not dened and hence we must
have s0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn), G0 = s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln, and s  t = r  t0 for some
rewrite rule f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r. Because the variables in the rewrite rule are fresh we
obtain (1) from (3). As t = t0, (2) is an immediate consequence of (4).
[i] We have s0  t0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ x, G0 = s1  x1; : : : ; si−1  xi−1, and s  t =
si  xi for fresh variables x1; : : : ; xn and substitution  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g.
Property (3) implies x =2 Var(s1; : : : ; sn) and thus si = si for all 1 6 i 6 n.
Freshness of the variables x1; : : : ; xn implies the desired (1). Term t0 is a variable,
hence (2) is trivially satised.
[d] In this case we have s0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn), t0 = f(t1; : : : ; tn), G0 = s1  t1; : : : ; si−1 
ti−1, and s  t = si  ti for some 1 6 i 6 n. The linearity of t0 implies that
Var(t1; : : : ; ti−1)\Var(ti) = ?. From (3) we infer that Var(s1; : : : ; si)\Var(ti) = ?.
Hence (1) holds. Because ti is a (proper) subterm of t0, (2) follows from (4).
Next we consider the case that s0  t0 is not selected in the last step of 0. Let 
be the produced substitution in the last step of 0. We have s  t = s0  t0. If
the applied inference rule is [i] or [v] then D()  Var(H 01), otherwise  = " and thus
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Table 2. Selection of inference rule for descendant s  t of parameter-passing equation.
root(t)
root(s) V FC FD
V [v] [v] 
FC [v] [d] 
FD [v] [o] 
also D()  Var(H 01). From (3) we obtain t = t0 and thus (2) follows from (4). We
either have Var(G0; s0)  Var(H 01; s0) (when the applied inference rule is [d], [v], or [t])
or Var(G0; s0)  Var(H 01; s0) [ V for some set V of fresh variables (when the applied
inference rule is [o] or [i]). Hence in all cases we obtain (1) from (3). 2
One might think that Lemma 3.1(1) holds for arbitrary left-linear TRSs. This is not
true. Consider for example the TRS
R =

f(g(x)) ! a
g(x) ! h(x; x)

and the lnc-derivation
f(h(x; x))  a )[o] h(x; x)  g(x1); a  a
)[o] x1  x2; h(x2; x2)  h(x; x); a  a
)[v] h(x2; x2)  h(x; x); a  a
)[d] x2  x; x2  x; a  a
)[v] x  x; a  a:
The equation x  x descends from the parameter-passing equation h(x; x)  g(x1)
generated in the rst )[o]-step.
The rst part of Lemma 3.1 implies in particular that Var(s) \ Var(t) = ? for every
descendant s  t of a parameter-passing equation. Hence we can forget about the occur-
check in the variable elimination rule [v] when dealing with such equations. The second
part of the lemma implies that the outermost narrowing rule [o] is only applicable to
the left-hand side of descendants of parameter-passing equations. Moreover, if [o] can be
applied, then the decomposition rule [d] is not applicable. Combining these observations
with Theorem 2.11 yields complete determinism in the choice of inference rule for descen-
dants of parameter-passing equations, provided of course we are dealing with left-linear
confluent CSs. Table 2 shows how the inference rule is completely determined by the root
symbols of both sides of the selected descendant s  t of a parameter-passing equation.
The case root(t) 2 FD is impossible according to Lemma 3.1(2). Observe that the
imitation rule [i] is never applied to descendants of parameter-passing equations. This is
because if [i] is applicable then, according to Lemma 3.1(1), so is the variable elimination
rule [v] and by Theorem 2.11 the latter is given precedence.
Incorporating the above observations into lnc gives rise to the calculus lncpp whose
inference rules are presented below. To distinguish descendants of parameter-passing
equations from descendants of initial equations, we use . rather than  to denote the
former. The rst group of rules are designed for descendants of initial equations. The
only dierence with the inference rules of lnc specialized to Sleft is that in the outermost
narrowing rule we mark the parameter-passing equations using .:
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[o] outermost narrowing
f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ t; G
s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r  t; G
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[i] imitation
f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ x;G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G)
if  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g with x1; : : : ; xn fresh variables,
[d] decomposition
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G
[v] variable elimination
s ’ x;G
G
if x =2 Var(s) and  = fx 7! sg,
[t] removal of trivial equations
x  x;G
G
:
The second group of inference rules of lncpp deals with descendants of parameter-passing
equations:
[o]. outermost narrowing for parameter-passing equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn) . t;G
s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r . t;G
t =2 V
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[d]. decomposition for parameter-passing equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn) . f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1 . t1; : : : ; sn . tn; G
f 2 FC
[v]. variable elimination for parameter-passing equations
s . x;G
G
and
x . s;G
G
s =2 V
if  = fx 7! sg.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a left-linear confluent CS and G a goal. For every normalized
solution  of G there exists an lncpp-refutation G)0 ⁄ such that 0 6  [Var(G)].
In the next section we turn our attention to descendants of equations in the initial
goal.
4. Descendants of Initial Equations
Whereas the restriction to left-linear confluent CSs is sucient to remove all non-
determinism in the choice of inference rule for descendants of parameter-passing equa-
tions, this is not the case for descendants of initial equations. Consider for example the
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(left-linear confluent) CS
R =  f(a) ! f(b) }
and the goal f(x)  f(b). This goal has the two incomparable solutions fx 7! ag and
fx 7! bg. The rst solution can only be obtained if we apply the outermost narrowing
rule [o]. The second solution requires an application of the decomposition rule [d].
There is also non-determinism in the outermost narrowing rule [o] itself. Consider for
example the CS
R =

f(a) ! g(a)
g(b) ! f(b)

and the goal f(x)  g(x). The solution fx 7! ag can only be obtained if we apply the
outermost narrowing rule [o] to the left-hand side of f(x)  g(x), but in order to obtain
the incomparable solution fx 7! bg it is essential that we apply [o] to its right-hand side.
In functional logic programming it is customary to consider two expressions to be
equal i they reduce to the same ground constructor normal form. This so-called strict
equality is adopted to model non-termination correctly (Giovannetti et al., 1991; Antoy
et al., 1994). If we interpret  as strict equality then the non-determinism in the above
examples disappears: neither fx 7! ag nor fx 7! bg are (strict) solutions of the goals
f(x)  f(b) and f(x)  g(x). In the following denition we are slightly less restrictive.
Definition 4.1. Let R be a TRS and G a goal. A substitution  is said to be a strict
solution of G if for every equation s  t in G there exists a constructor term u such that
s !R u and t !R u.
Note that we do not require that the constructor term u in the above denition is
ground. Also note that a strict solution may substitute non-constructor terms for vari-
ables. (See, however, Lemma 5.3.) In this section we will prove that for confluent TRSs
all non-determinism between the inference rules of lnc can be eliminated for descendants
of initial equations with strict semantics. We would like to stress that we do not need
the restriction to left-linear CSs here. The structure of the proof is similar to that of
the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.10: we dene a property of initial equations
in nc-refutations (Denition 4.2), we show that initial equations of the lnc-refutation
obtained in the transformation proof of Theorem 2.1 satisfy this property (Lemma 4.3),
we show that the property is preserved by lnc-descendants obtained during the trans-
formation in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (Lemma 4.4), and nally we show that there
is no non-determinism between the inference rules for selected equations that have the
property (Lemma 4.5).
Definition 4.2. Let :G ; > be an nc-refutation and e 2 G. We say that e is
strictly solved in  if the sequence starting from e in the corresponding rewrite sequence
:G ! > is of the form e ! t  t! true with t a constructor term.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a goal and  a substitution such that „Var(G) is normalized. If 
is a strict solution of G then there exists a normal nc-refutation :G ;0 > such that
0 6  [Var(G)] and every equation in G is strictly solved in .
Proof. By assumption there exists a rewrite sequence G ! > with the property that
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for every e 2 G the corresponding subsequence e ! true is of the form e ! t 
t! true with t 2 T (FC ;V). Because steps in dierent equations of G are independent
of each other, we may assume that this rewrite sequence respects Sleft. An application
of the lifting lemma for nc results in an nc-refutation :G ;0 > respecting Sleft such
that 0 6  [Var(G)]. Because „Var(G) is normalized, so is 0„Var(G). It follows that  is
a normal nc-refutation. It remains to show that every equation e 2 G is strictly solved
in . Because G ! > is an instance of 0, the rewrite sequence starting from e0 in
0 must be of the form e0 ! t0  t0 ! true with t0 6 t for some t 2 T (FC ;V). This
implies that t0 2 T (FC ;V). 2
In the following two lemmata, 1 and Ψ1 refer to the nc-refutation and the lnc-step
constructed in Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose :G ;+ > is a normal nc-refutation and let e be an equation
in G that is strictly solved in . If e0 is a descendant of e with respect to Ψ1 then e0 is
strictly solved in 1.
Proof. First we consider the case that e = s  t is the selected equation in G. Consider
the case analysis in the proof of Lemma 2.9. In cases (1)(b) and (1)(c)(i) there is nothing
to show as e has no descendants in G1. In case (1)(a) we have s = f(s1; : : : ; sn), t =
f(t1; : : : ; tn), and e0 = si  ti for some 1 6 i 6 n. Because e is strictly solved in , the
equation e is rewritten in  to an equation of the form f(u1; : : : ; un)  f(u1; : : : ; un)
with f(u1; : : : ; un) 2 T (FC ;V). Hence, by construction of [d], in 11 the equation e01
is rewritten to ui  ui. Since subterms of constructor terms are constructor terms, we
conclude that e0 is strictly solved in 1. In case (1)(c)(ii) we have s = f(s1; : : : ; sn),
t 2 V, and e0 = si  xi for some 1 6 i 6 n. From [i]()2 =  we infer that e1 is
strictly solved in 2 = [i](). By the same reasoning as in case (1)(a)|note that e0 is
a descendant of e1 with respect to the lnc-step G2 )[d] G1|we conclude that e0 is
strictly solved in 1 = [d](2). In case (2) the rewrite sequences starting from e in 
and (r  t)2 in [o]()2 can be written asy
(s  t) ! l0  t
#
(r  t)2 ! r0  t ! true
for some substitution 0. Because by assumption s  t is strictly solved in , the sequence
from r0  t to true has the form r0  t ! u  u! true with u 2 T (FC ;V). Hence
r  t is strictly solved in 2 = [o](). Since the rewrite sequence starting from (r  t)2
in [o]()2 is an instancez of the rewrite sequence starting from (r  t)1 in [d](2)1,
the equation r  t is also strictly solved in 1 = [d](2). Observe that r  t is the
(only) descendant of e with respect to Ψ1:G )[o] G1. Finally, case (3) reduces to case
(2) because strict solvability is trivially preserved by swap.
Next we consider the case that e 2 G is not selected in the rst step of . The (unique)
descendant e0 = e1 2 G1 of e inherits strict solvability from e as the rewrite sequence
starting from e in  is an instancez of the rewrite sequence from e01 in 11. 2
y This follows from Lemma 32 and the proof of Lemma 13 in Middeldorp et al. (1996).
z Modulo an inconsequential reordering of rewrite steps due to the transformations 1 and 2 which
are part of [o] and [d], cf. the text following Lemma 2.6.
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It is interesting to note that the parameter-passing equations generated in Lemma 2.9
are in general not strictly solved. Consider for example the TRS
R =

f(x) ! a
b ! b

and the normal nc-refutation : f(b)  a ; a  a ; true. The equation f(b)  a is
strictly solved in  because a is a constructor. Since in the rst step of  narrowing is
applied at position 1, we obtain
 : f(b)  a ; a  a ; true
Ψ1 : +[o]
1 : b  x; a  a ; true; a  a ; >
from Lemma 2.9. The parameter-passing equation b  x is not strictly solved in 1 as b
is a dened symbol.
Lemma 4.5. Let :G ;+ > be a normal nc-refutation and suppose that the selected
(leftmost) equation e = s  t is strictly solved in .
(1) Ψ1 consists of an )[o]-step i root(s) 2 FD or root(t) 2 FD. Moreover, if [o] is
applied to the right-hand side t of e then root(s) =2 FD.
(2) Ψ1 consists of a )[v]-step i e is solved and s; t 2 T (FC ;V).
Proof. The following observations follow easily from the fact that e is strictly solved in
: if root(s) 2 FD then narrowing is applied to a descendant of e in  at position 1, if
root(t) 2 FD then narrowing is applied to a descendant of e in  at position 2, and if
s =2 T (FC ;V) or t =2 T (FC ;V) then narrowing is not applied at the root position in the
rst step of .
(1) According to the proof of Lemma 2.9 Ψ1 consists of an )[o]-step only in cases (2)
and (3). In case (2) we have root(s) 2 FD and in case (3) root(t) 2 FD. Conversely, if
root(s) 2 FD then, according to one of the above observations, narrowing is applied
to a descendant of e in  at position 1. This means that we are in case (2) of the
proof of Lemma 2.9, and thus Ψ1 consists of an )[o]-step. The case root(t) 2 FD
is similar. Since case (2) precedes case (3) in the proof of Lemma 2.9, [o] is applied
to the right-hand side t of e only if case (2) does not apply, so root(s) =2 FD.
(2) According to the proof of Lemma 2.9 Ψ1 consists of a )[v]-step only in cases
(1)(c)(i) and (1)(d). In both cases narrowing is applied at the root position in the
rst step of . This is only possible if the equation e is solved and, according to one
of the above observations, s; t 2 T (FC ;V). Conversely, assume that e is solved and
s; t 2 T (FC ;V). This is only possible if narrowing is applied at the root position
in the rst step of , hence we are in case (1)(a), (1)(b), (1)(c)(i), or (1)(d) of the
proof of Lemma 2.9. In cases (1)(a) and (1)(b) the equation e is not solved. In the
other two cases Ψ1 indeed consists of a )[v]-step. 2
Lemmata 4.3{4.5 imply that for completeness (with respect to strict solutions) it suf-
ces to apply a single inference rule of lnc to each goal whose selected leftmost equation
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Table 3. Selection of inference rule for strictly solved equation s  t.
root(t)
root(s) V FC FD
V [v]=[t]a [v]=[i]b [o]
FC [v]=[i]c [d] [o]
FD [o] [o] [o]d
a [t] is applied i s = t.
b [v] is applied i t 2 T (FC ;V) and s =2 Var(t).
c [v] is applied i s 2 T (FC ;V) and t =2 Var(s).
d [o] is applied to the left-hand side s.
descends from an equation in the initial goal. According to Lemma 4.5 the unique infer-
ence rule is completely determined by the form of the selected equation. Table 4 shows
how the inference rule depends on the selected strictly solved equation s  t.
It is interesting to note that the resulting strategy is almost the opposite of eager
variable elimination: conflicts between the variable elimination rule [v] and the outermost
narrowing rule [o] are always resolved by giving preference to the latter and often the
imitation rule [i] is selected even if [v] is applicable.
We describe a further restriction on the applicability of the imitation rule [i] for de-
scendants of initial equations in the case of confluent TRSs. Consider the goal x  c(x)
with c a constructor. Applying [i], the only applicable inference rule, results in a variant
of x  c(x). Hence lnc produces an innite derivation. Since the goal x  c(x) has no
strict solution, we might as well stop the generation of new goals. More generally, a goal
x ’ t with x 6= t has no strict solution if there is an occurrence of x in t such that only
constructors appear along the path from the root of t to this occurrence. This motivates
the following denition.
Definition 4.6. Let t be a term. We dene the subset VarC(t) of Var(t) inductively as
follows:
VarC(t) =
8>>><>>>:
ftg if t 2 V,
n[
i=1
VarC(ti) if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn) with f 2 FC ,
? otherwise.
Lemma 4.7. Let R be a confluent TRS. An equation x ’ t with x 6= t has no strict
solution if x 2 VarC(t).
Proof. There exists a position p 2 PosV(t) such that tjp = x and root(tjq) 2 FC for
all positions q < p. Note that p 6= . Suppose to the contrary that  is a strict solution
of x ’ t. So t and x both reduce to some constructor term u. Because in the rewrite
sequence t !R u no steps takes place at a position above p, we have x = tjp !R ujp.
However, as p 6= , u and ujp are dierent normal forms of x, contradicting confluence. 2
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So we require that x =2 VarC(t) when we apply the imitation rule to a descendant x ’ t
of an initial equation. The same condition appears in the \partial binding of variables to
constructor terms" of Hanus (1994b) in the setting of ground confluent and terminating
CSs.
Note that a goal x ’ t with x 6= t and x 2 VarC(t) may have a solution. For instance,
fx 7! ag is a (non-strict) solution of the goal x  c(x) with respect to the confluent
CS fa! c(a)g. Nevertheless, it is not dicult to show that lnc is not able to compute
solutions to such goals. (This does not contradict the completeness of lnc for arbitrary
confluent TRSs, which is stated only for normalized, or equivalently, normalizable solu-
tions.) Hence we can impose the condition x =2 VarC(t) also when applying the imitation
rule to a descendant x ’ t of a parameter-passing equation, without aecting the com-
pleteness of lnc. Since in the nal calculus described in the next section there is no
imitation rule for descendants of parameter-passing equations, we chose not to do so.
Incorporating the above observations into lnc gives rise to the calculus lnci whose
inference rules are presented below. We use  to denote descendants of initial equations.
The rst group of rules are designed for descendants of initial equations. Concerning the
formulation of [i], note that x =2 VarC(f(s1; : : : ; sn)) and either x 2 Var(f(s1; : : : ; sn))
or f(s1; : : : ; sn) =2 T (FC ;V) is equivalent to x =2 VarC(f(s1; : : : ; sn)) and f(s1; : : : ; sn) =2
T (FC ;V).
[o] outermost narrowing for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  t; G
s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln; r  t; G and
t  f(s1; : : : ; sn); G
s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln; r  t; G root(t) =2 FD
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[i] imitation for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  x;G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G) f 2 FC and
x  f(s1; : : : ; sn); G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G) f 2 FC
if x =2 VarC(f(s1; : : : ; sn)), f(s1; : : : ; sn) =2 T (FC ;V), and  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g
with x1; : : : ; xn fresh variables,
[d] decomposition for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G f 2 FC
[v] variable elimination for initial equations
s  x;G
G
and
x  s;G
G
s =2 V
if x =2 Var(s), s 2 T (FC ;V), and  = fx 7! sg,
[t] removal of trivial initial equations
x  x;G
G
:
The second group of inference rules of lnci deals with descendants of parameter-passing
equations. They are the same as the inference rules of lnc with respect to Sleft.
[o] outermost narrowing
f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ t; G
s1  l1; : : : ; sn  ln; r  t; G
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
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[i] imitation
f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ x;G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G)
if  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g with x1; : : : ; xn fresh variables,
[d] decomposition
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G
[v] variable elimination
s ’ x;G
G
if x =2 Var(s) and  = fx 7! sg,
[t] removal of trivial equations
x  x;G
G
:
Theorem 4.8. Let R be a confluent TRS and G a goal. For every strict and normalized
solution  of G there exists an lnci-refutation G)0 ⁄ such that 0 6  [Var(G)].
Note that in the above theorem G is assumed to be a sequence s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn
of initial equations. The calculus lnci can be slightly improved by replacing the selected
equation f(s1; : : : ; sn) ’ t in the outermost narrowing rule [o] (for parameter-passing
equations) by f(s1; : : : ; sn)  t, i.e. there is no need to apply outermost narrowing to
right-hand sides of descendants of parameter-passing equations. (The reason for this is
that the proof of Lemma 49 in Middeldorp et al. (1996) reveals that the rst part of
property P holds for arbitrary normal nc-refutations.)
5. The Final Calculus
The results of the preceding two sections give rise to the deterministic lazy narrowing
calculus, lncd for short, whose inference rules are presented below. The rst group of
rules are designed for descendants of initial equations:
[o] outermost narrowing for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  t; G
s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r  t; G and
t  f(s1; : : : ; sn); G
s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r  t; G root(t) =2 FD
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[i] imitation for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  x;G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G) f 2 FC and
x  f(s1; : : : ; sn); G
(s1  x1; : : : ; sn  xn; G) f 2 FC
if x =2 VarC(f(s1; : : : ; sn)), f(s1; : : : ; sn) =2 T (FC ;V), and  = fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g
with x1; : : : ; xn fresh variables,
[d] decomposition for initial equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn)  f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn; G f 2 FC
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[v] variable elimination for initial equations
s  x;G
G
and
x  s;G
G
s =2 V
if x =2 Var(s), s 2 T (FC ;V), and  = fx 7! sg,
[t] removal of trivial initial equations
x  x;G
G
:
The second group of inference rules of lncd deals with descendants of parameter-passing
equations:
[o]. outermost narrowing for parameter-passing equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn) . t;G
s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r . t;G
t =2 V
if there exists a fresh variant f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r of a rewrite rule in R,
[d]. decomposition for parameter-passing equations
f(s1; : : : ; sn) . f(t1; : : : ; tn); G
s1 . t1; : : : ; sn . tn; G
f 2 FC
[v]. variable elimination for parameter-passing equations
s . x;G
G
and
x . s;G
G
s =2 V
if  = fx 7! sg.
Observe that there is no non-determinism between the inference rules of lncd. This does
not imply that every goal admits at most one lncd-refutation because the outermost
narrowing rules [o] and [o]. depend on the choice of the rewrite rule f(l1; : : : ; ln)! r.
This latter non-determinism cannot be avoided because goals in general have dierent
incomparable (strict) solutions.
Combining the results of the preceding sections yields the following completeness the-
orem.
Theorem 5.1. Let R be a left-linear confluent CS and G a goal. For every strict and
normalized solution  of G there exists an lncd-refutation G )0 ⁄ such that 0 6
 [Var(G)].
Proof. According to Theorem 2.1 there exists an lnc-refutation Ψ:G)0 ⁄ respecting
Sleft such that 0 6  [Var(G)]. According to the proof of Theorem 3.2 Ψ is an lncpp-
refutation. According to the proof of Theorem 4.8 Ψ is an lnci-refutation. We conclude
that Ψ is an lncd-refutation. 2
We would like to emphasize that the results in Sections 3 and 4 are independent of each
other. So if we are faced with a confluent TRS that is not a left-linear CS, can we still
remove all non-determinism due to the selection of the inference rule for descendants of
initial equations, provided we adopt strict semantics. Only if both restrictions (left-linear
CS and strict semantics) are fullled, can we use the fully deterministic calculus lncd.
In the remainder of this section we show that substitutions computed by dierent lncd
derivations are incomparable, provided we are dealing with orthogonal CSs. Hence for
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this subclass of TRSs lncd can be seen as a minimal unication procedure. First we show
that the substitutions produced by lncd map variables in the initial goal to constructor
terms, provided we are dealing with left-linear CSs. This is not entirely obvious as the [v].
inference rule may yield non-constructor substitutions. Actually, this can only happen
with the rst half of [v].. Hence we nd it convenient to split the [v]. inference rule into
two parts:
[v]1.
s . x;G
G
and [v]2.
x . s;G
G
s =2 V
with  = fx 7! sg.
Definition 5.2. Goals appearing in an lncd-derivation can be written as
G = s1 . t1; : : : ; sm . tm; u1  v1; : : : ; un  vn
for some m;n > 0. We partition Var(G) into two sets: Varpp(G) = Var(t1; : : : ; tm) and
Vari(G) = Var(G) n Varpp(G).
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a left-linear CS and G a goal. If G) G0 is an lncd-derivation
then
(1) Vari(G0)  Var(G),
(2) Varpp(G0) \ Var(G) = ?,
(3) „Var(G) is a constructor substitution.
Proof. We use induction on the length of the given lncd-derivation Ψ. The case of zero
length is trivial: G0 = G and  = " and thus Vari(G0) = Var(G) and Varpp(G0) = ?.
Let Ψ:G)1 G1 )[]; 2 G0 with  = 12. The induction hypothesis yields Vari(G1) Var(G1), Varpp(G1) \ Var(G1) = ?, and 1„Var(G) is a constructor substitution. If
[] is [d] or [d]. then Vari(G0) = Vari(G1), Varpp(G0) = Varpp(G1), and 2 = ".
Hence  = 1 and thus Vari(G0)  Var(G), Varpp(G0) \ Var(G) = ?, and „Var(G) is
a constructor substitution. If [] is [o] or [o]. then Vari(G0) = Vari(G1), Varpp(G0) =
Varpp(G1)[V where V are the (fresh) variables in the employed rewrite rule, and 2 = ".
Since V \ Var(G1) = ? we obtain Vari(G0)  Var(G), Varpp(G0) \ Var(G) = ?, and
„Var(G) is a constructor substitution, as before. In the remaining cases we reason as
follows:
[i] We have Varpp(G0) = ?, Vari(G0) = (Vari(G1) n fxg) [ fx1; : : : ; xng, and 2 =
fx 7! f(x1; : : : ; xn)g with f 2 FC . Since Vari(G1) = Var(G1) we obtain Vari(G0) =
Var(G12)  Var(G). Note that 2 and hence „Var(G) = (12)„Var(G) is a con-
structor substitution.
[v] We have Varpp(G0) = ?, Vari(G0)  Vari(G12) and 2 = fx 7! sg for some
constructor term s. From Vari(G1) = Var(G1) we obtain Vari(G0)  Var(G12) 
Var(G). Since 2 is constructor substitution, so is „Var(G).
[t] We have Vari(G0)  Vari(G1), Varpp(G0) = ?, and 2 = ". From this we immediately
obtain the desired result.
[v]1. We have 2 = fx 7! sg with x 2 Varpp(G1). Since Varpp(G1) \ Var(G1) = ?
we obtain G = G1 and hence „Var(G) = 1„Var(G) is a constructor substitution.
From Lemma 3.1(1) we learn that Varpp(G0) = Varpp(G1) n fxg, which easily yields
Varpp(G0)\Var(G) = ?. Again with the help of Lemma 3.1(1) we obtain Vari(G0) 
Vari(G1) and thus Vari(G0)  Var(G1) = Var(G).
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[v]2. According to Lemma 3.1(2) the substitution 2 = fx 7! sg in this case is a construc-
tor substitution. Hence so is „Var(G). From Lemma 3.1(1) we learn that Varpp(G0) =
Varpp(G1)nVar(s). Since x 2 Vari(G1)  Var(G1) we obtain Var(G) = (Var(G1)
nfxg)[Var(s). Combining these observations with Varpp(G1)\Var(G1) = ? yields
Varpp(G0) \ Var(G) = ?. It remains to show that Vari(G0)  Var(G). This is an
easy consequence of the inclusion Vari(G0)  (Vari(G1)nfxg)[Var(s), which follows
with help of Lemma 3.1(1). 2
Note that the restriction to CSs in the above lemma is essential: for the TRS ff(f(a))
! ag and the goal f(x)  a, lncd computes the non-constructor substitution fx 7!
f(a)g.
The next lemma states that when comparing constructor substitutions with respect to
a confluent TRS, we can ignore the TRS.
Lemma 5.4. Let R be a confluent TRS and V a set of variables. If 1„V and 2„V are
constructor substitutions then 1 6R 2 [V ] if and only if 1 6 2 [V ].
Proof. Clearly 1 6 2 [V ] implies 1 6R 2 [V ]. Suppose 1 6R 2 [V ]. So there exists
a substitution  such that x1 $R x2 for all x 2 V . Without loss of generality we
assume that D()  VarV (1). Since x2 is a normal form and R is confluent we have
x1 !R x2, for all x 2 V . We dene a substitution 0 that satises x10 = x2 for
all x 2 V . For every y 2 D() there exists an x 2 V and a position p 2 Pos(x1) such
that y = x1jp. Moreover, because x1 is a constructor term, y !R x2jp. We dene
0(y) = x2jp. It remains to show that 0(y) does not depend on the choice of x and p. If
y = x01jp0 for some x0 2 V and position p0 2 Pos(x01) then y !R x02jp0 . Since 2„V
is a constructor substitution, x2jp and x02jp0 are normal forms of y. Confluence yields
x2jp = x02jp0 . Hence 0 is well dened. We have 10 = 2 [V ] by construction of 0. 2
We need one more result, before we are in a position to prove our minimality result.
Lemma 5.5. Let R be a left-linear CS. Consider an lncd-derivation G) e;G0.
(1) If e = s  t then Var(e)  Var(G).
(2) If e = s . t then Var(s)  Var(G).
Proof. Easy consequence of Lemmata 5.3(1) and 3.1(1). 2
Theorem 5.6. Let R be an orthogonal CS and G a goal. If G) ⁄ and G)0 ⁄ are
dierent lncd-refutations then  and 0 are incomparable.
Proof. Let us denote the two lncd-refutations by Ψ and Ψ0. Suppose to the con-
trary that  and 0 are not independent on Var(G). So either  6R 0 [Var(G)] or
0 6R  [Var(G)]. Without loss of generality we assume the former. According to
Lemma 5.4  6 0 [Var(G)]. Since the only non-determinism in lncd is the choice of
the rewrite rule in the inference rules [o] and [o]., we may write Ψ:G )1 G1 )[]
G2 )2 ⁄ and Ψ0:G )1 G1 )[] G02 )02 ⁄ where  = 12, 
0 = 102, and ei-
ther [] = [o] or [] = [o].. From  6 0 [Var(G)] we infer that 2 6 02 [Var(G1)].
So there exists a substitution  such that 2 = 02 [Var(G1)]. First we consider the
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case that [] = [o].. Write G1 = f(s1; : : : ; sn) . t;G3 and let l = f(l1; : : : ; ln) ! r
and l0 = f(l01; : : : ; l
0
n) ! r0 be the employed rewrite rules in Ψ and Ψ0. We have
G2 = s1 . l1; : : : ; sn . ln; r . t;G3 and G02 = s1 . l
0
1; : : : ; sn . l
0
n; r
0 . t;G3. From
G2 )2 ⁄ we obtain si2 $R li2 for 1 6 i 6 n and thus f(s1; : : : ; sn)2 $R l2.
Likewise, G02 )02 ⁄ implies f(s1; : : : ; sn)
0
2 $R l002. From Lemma 5.5(2) we obtain
Var(f(s1; : : : ; sn))  Var(G1). Hence f(s1; : : : ; sn)02 = f(s1; : : : ; sn)2 and therefore
l2 $R l002. Since no rewrite step in l2 $R l002 takes place at the root position,
we easily derive a contradiction with the orthogonality assumption. The case [] = [o]
follows along the same lines. The only signicant dierence is an appeal to Lemma 5.5(1)
instead of Lemma 5.5(2). 2
Theorem 5.6 essentially relies on orthogonality. Consider for example the left-linear
confluent CS
R =
8<: f(a; x) ! af(x; a) ! a
g(a) ! a
9=;
and the goal G = f(g(x); g(x))  a. There are two lncd-refutations, both computing
(when restricted to the variable x) the (unique) solution fx 7! ag.
6. Concluding Remarks
Ida and Nakahara (1997) study a lazy narrowing calculus oinc which is similar to
lnc with the leftmost selection function. The essential dierence is that oinc lacks the
imitation inference rule. Because of this oinc is complete only for orthogonal TRSs and
goals that satisfy the restriction that the right-hand side of every equation is a ground
normal form. Ida and Nakahara (1997) incorporated strict semantics into oinc, resulting
in the calculus s-oinc which is very similar to our lncd in that descendants of parameter-
passing equations and descendants of initial equations are distinguished. However, s-oinc
is not deterministic in the choice of inference rule, neither for descendants of parameter-
passing equations nor for descendants of initial equations. We have shown in this paper
that determinism in the choice of inference rule for descendants of initial equations can
be achieved for arbitrary confluent TRSs with strict semantics. Moreover, we feel that
the imitation rule for descendants of initial equation in s-oinc appears out of the blue
as it is not present in the calculus oinc.
Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996) present the constructor-based lazy narrowing calculus
clnc. Although the underlying theory is dierent|a rewriting logic for modelling non-
deterministic functions by non-confluent systems (CRWL) versus standard equational
logic|clnc and lncd have many features in common. The inference rules of clnc for
both descendants of parameter-passing equations (which are called approximation condi-
tions in Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996)) and descendants of initial equations (joinability
conditions) are fully deterministic but, whereas for descendants of parameter-passing
equations we always give preference to the variable elimination rule [v], in clnc conflicts
between [v] (OB and IB in Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996)), the outermost narrowing rule
[o] (NR2) and the imitation rule [i] (IIM) are resolved by giving preference to the latter
two in case the variable is demanded (Giovannetti et al., 1991). (Giving unrestricted
preference to [v] would result in a calculus that may compute incorrect solutions with
respect to CRWL semantics; cf. Example 2 in Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996). Giving un-
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restricted preference to [o] and [i] would result in an incomplete calculus, as can be seen
from Figure 1.) However, unlike lncd the calculus clnc is not strongly complete (nor
complete with respect to leftmost selection) because the selection of an equation in a goal
may have to be postponed before an inference rule can be applied to it. Nevertheless,
Gonzalez-Moreno et al. (1996) show that the choice of (applicable) inference rules is do
not care non-deterministic. (They call this latter property strong completeness.)
The question how to reduce non-determinism while preserving completeness has also
been addressed for the standard denition of narrowing (cf. nc in Section 2). We mention
basic (Hullot, 1980) and LSE (Bockmayr et al., 1995) narrowing for terminating TRSs.
Ecient renements of standard narrowing for functional logic programs (viewed as non-
terminating TRSs that satisfy additional syntactic restrictions|like orthogonality|to
ensure confluence) are described in Antoy et al. (1994, 1997); Hanus (1994a); Loogen
et al. (1993); Loogen and Winkler (1995) and Moreno-Navarro and Rodrguez-Artalejo
(1992). Since there is no non-determinism due to the selection of the inference rule in
standard narrowing, there is no basis for a comparison with the work reported in this
paper. We do however include some remarks on needed narrowing. Antoy et al. (1994)
dene and prove the completeness of needed narrowing for inductively sequential TRSs.
They present two optimality results for needed narrowing. First of all, only independenty
solutions are computed by needed narrowing. Since the class of inductively sequential
TRSs coincides with the class of strongly sequential (Huet and Levy, 1991) orthogonal
CSs, Theorem 5.6 shows that strong sequentiality is not essential for obtaining the inde-
pendence of computed solutions. The second optimality result presented in Antoy et al.
(1994) states that needed narrowing derivations have minimal length. This result has no
counterpart in lncd.
Concerning future work, we would like to extend the results presented in this paper
to conditional TRSs. This, however, is a non-trivial matter. Of the three completeness
results for lnc presented in Middeldorp et al. (1996) only one has so far been extended
to the conditional case: lcnc|the conditional version of lnc|is complete whenever
basic conditional narrowing is complete (Hamada and Middeldorp, 1997). At present
it is unknown whether lcnc with leftmost selection is complete for arbitrary confluent
conditional TRSs. (The technical reason is that Lemma 31 in Middeldorp et al. (1996)
does not extend to conditional TRSs.) It is also unclear whether the eager variable
elimination result described in Middeldorp et al. (1996) extends to lcnc. Since these
two results form the foundation of the present work, the extension to conditional CTRSs
is problematic indeed.
We conclude this section by comparing the performance of lnc with leftmost selection
and lncd on a small number of examples. All numbers below are based on an implemen-
tation in SICStus Prolog 2.1#6 running on a Sun Ultra1 with 128M memory. Consider
y In Antoy et al. (1994) a rather peculiar denition of independence is used: substitutions  and
0 are called independent on a set of variables V if there exists an x 2 V such that x and x0 are
not uniable. This denition is not equivalent to the standard denition we gave in Section 1, even
when R = ? : the substitutions fx 7! ag and fy 7! bg are independent but not according to the above
denition; likewise, the substitutions " and fx 7! c(x)g are independent according to the above denition
but clearly " 6 fx 7! c(x)g. However, it seems that for substitutions computed by needed narrowing
derivations starting from the same goal, the independence denition of Antoy et al. (1994) reduces to
the standard denition.
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Table 4. The goals x+ y  Sn(0).
lnc lncd
n Nodes Seconds Nodes Seconds
0 27 0.008 8 0.002
1 197 0.054 16 0.004
2 1225 0.34 24 0.007
3 7401 2.1 32 0.011
4 44465 14 40 0.015
Table 5. The goals x+ y  z and qsort([S(0); 0])  x.
x+ y  z qsort([S(0); 0])  x
lnc lncd lnc lncd
Depth Nodes Seconds Nodes Seconds Nodes Seconds Nodes Seconds
1 5 0.001 3 0.000 5 0.001 3 0.000
3 23 0.005 7 0.001 12 0.003 5 0.001
5 55 0.016 11 0.003 35 0.010 7 0.002
7 131 0.035 15 0.004 107 0.032 10 0.003
9 307 0.087 19 0.006 339 0.11 13 0.003
11 635 0.18 23 0.007 1083 0.34 15 0.004
13 1499 0.42 27 0.008 2835 0.81 17 0.004
15 3019 0.87 31 0.010 8035 2.2 25 0.007
17 6987 1.97 35 0.012 26515 8.7 29 0.008
19 14571 4.4 39 0.012 80275 29 31 0.009
the orthogonal CS
if(true; x; y)
if(false; x; y)
!
!
x
y
0 + y
S(x) + y
!
!
y
S(x+ y)
append([ ]; z)
append([xjy]; z)
qsort([ ])
!
!
!
z
[xjappend(y; z)]
[ ]
06 y
S(x)6 0
S(x)6 S(y)
!
!
!
true
false
x6 y
qsort([xjy])
qsort0(x; hy; zi)
!
!
qsort0(x; split(x; y; [ ]; [ ]))
append(qsort(y); [xjqsort(z)])
split(x; [ ]; y; z) ! hy; zi
split(x; [y0jz0]; y; z) ! if(y0 6 x; split(x; z0; [y0jy]; z); split(x; z0; y; [y0jz]))
First consider the goals x+ y  Sn(0) for n > 0. Table 4 shows for various values
of n the size of the (nite) search tree and the runtime in seconds for both calculi.
Next consider the goal x+ y  z. This goal has innitely many incomparable (strict)
solutions. The numbers in Table 5 correspond to nite approximations of the innite
search tree. Finally, consider the goal qsort([S(0); 0])  x which admits the unique
solution  = fx 7! [0; S(0)]g. It takes 0.038 s to compute the (nite) lncd search tree for
this goal. The total number of nodes is 120 and the depth of the tree is 64. Table 5 shows,
for various depths, the performance of lnc and lncd. Since every lncd-derivation is an
lnc-derivation, lnc will also compute , but we have not been able to verify whether its
search tree is nite or not.
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